.

Walsall Riding Saddles

STYLE.
PERFORMANCE.
DURABILITY.
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Since 1946 WRS under the Crosby brand
have manufactured some of the most
famous saddles in Walsall. Today with
over 300 years of combined saddle
manufacturing experience WRS presents
its range of traditionally manufactured
saddles using the very best leather and
raw materials.

THE HEART AND SOUL
OF THE WRS SADDLE.
The heart of the WRS saddle, a WRS saddle tree,
has been fashioned through exhaustive research
and development, being designed and tested by
some of the world’s elite riders, thus provides an
exceptional fit on the horse.

If the tree is the heart of a
saddle then the leather is its
soul. Ideal knows more than a
little about leather and is expert
in sourcing the finest materials
for its products to ensure every
item of saddlery is made from
the most appropriate
leather of the
highest quality.

All trees are manufactured from birch wood
laminate veneers in a unique 3D jigsaw method;
clamped together and then oven cured for
superior strength.
The more open arch gives good clearance on
the horse’s withers. The points are specifically
designed so as not to impede the horse’s shoulder
movements. The angle of the side bars allows for a
narrower twist, enabling the rider to achieve
a closer leg position to the horse.
The bars are also anatomically
constructed to follow the
contours of the horses back.

All our trees a re manufactured to surpass the
latest British Standard BS 6635:2015
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Integra MkII Monoflap

The unprecedented support that
my horses and I get from Ideal &
WRS saddles has enabled us to
get so much more from ourselves.
The product is second to none
and there is so much attention put
in to smallest of details to ensure
that both my horses and I are
comfortable yet effective.
I find Ideal an absolute pleasure
to work with and feel privileged to
have such a loyal, supportive, and
knowledgeable team behind me.
DAN O’DELL

Open flat seat

Developed in conjunction with competition
riders and acclaimed by many competitors,
this saddle comes with a wool flocked panel
for the higher withered horses, or a foam panel
for the flatter profiled horses. It is lightweight
and gives a close contact feel for the rider. The
Integra has been developed to enhance the
movement of the horse and the control for the
rider. A twin-flap version is also available.

Internal
block

Sizes 16" to 19"
Applications Show Jumping, Cross Country

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Integral
padded flap

Valentino
An eye catching, modern design, this light
weight and close fitting show jump saddle
has been designed to maximise range of
movement in the back and shoulders whilst
providing stability for the rider through
optimised block positioning and is available
with a flocked or a foam panel.

Forward
jump flap

Open flat seat

Sizes 15½" to 18½"
Applications Show Jumping, Jumping

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

C ontoured machine line
through skirt into flap
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Devo
This Jump GP saddle is a mid-sized seat.
It presents a neat secure seat with fixed or
hook and loop fastening knee and thigh
blocks for added security. Ample panel
ensures good even weight distribution and
will suit many horses and riders in the Jump/
GP market and fits particularly well on horses
with a higher whither.
Sizes 16½" to 18½"
Applications Show Jumping, Cross Country,
Hacking, Hunting, General Riding, Jumping

RANCH BLACK

SALA

Hook & loop
knee block

Depth of
gusset
Broad panel

MILITARY

WRS 38 Jump
A modern design with a close contact panel
for the well-muscled competition horse, and
cleverly designed to provide excellent support
for the rider’s leg when jumping. This saddle is
available with a flocked or a foam panel.
Sizes 16" to 18"
Applications Show Jumping, Cross Country,
Hacking, General Riding, Jumping

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

C lose
contact
panel

I love Ideal saddles. I have been a fan
for many years and can honestly say
that I wouldn’t look anywhere else.
My young KWPN stallion has huge
movement through his shoulders
and loves his saddle. It allows him
to express this movement whilst
also putting the rider in the best
possible place to sit with a deep and
balanced seat. His scores have been
consistently climbing. The quality of
materials and service is second to
none and I would never hesitate to
recommend Ideal Saddles to friends
and clients alike.
PIPPA CHILDERHOUSE & AMOUR G
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WRS 250-D

WRS Pony

Deep seat

A dressage saddle designed primarily for
Warmblood and Thoroughbred horses with
wide bearing surface to increase comfort
and reduce pressure. Deep seated and with
large knee blocks to aid the riders security
in the saddle.
Sizes 15½" to 19"

Wide bearing
surface panel

Applications Dressage, Flatwork

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

RANCH BLACK

Rear facing points

Natural curve
to tree

Applications Dressage, Flatwork,
General Riding

SALA

SALA

MILITARY

The original WRS Pony saddle with a closer
contact panel.

Forward
jump flap

Forward flap

Square cantle

Sizes 13" to 16½"
Applications Show Jumping, Dressage,
Hacking, Flatwork, General Riding

RANCH BLACK

Sizes 14" to 19"

Broad
flat panel

WRS Pony Mk1

Integra Dressage

RANCH BLACK

Sizes 13" to 16½"
Applications Show Jumping, Cross Country,
Hacking, Flatwork, Hunting, General Riding

Large
knee
blocks

This attractive saddle has been designed
on the popular Centennial tree, providing a
broad, gently curved shape. The design of this
saddle is to suit breeds such as Welsh Cobs
and Icelandic ponies as the cleverly designed
slightly rear facing points aid stability for
broad horses with small wither, whilst allowing
full range of movement of the scapula.

Square cantle

This saddle has been created with the junior
competition rider in mind. With the increasing
ability of the junior rider and the capability
of the modern competition pony, we have
designed this saddle to cope with the increasing
demands of modern competition whilst
providing security and support for the rider.

SALA

MILITARY

C lose
contact
panel

MILITARY
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Style. Performance. Durability.
Sales: 01922 620233

www.idealsaddle.com
The Old School, Hollyhedge Lane , Walsall, West Midlands WS2 8PZ

Exselle

WRS

Crown

Ideal

Barclay & Co

WRS trees

Beebee &
Beebee

Walsall Riding Saddle

Walsall Riding Saddle
Company’s core saddle
brand since 1946.

Ideal’s European label
since 1986

Ideal’s core saddle
brand since 1964.

Barnsby’s models
under a new name.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1946.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1870.

Company’s export
brand since 1946.

Carbon Fibre
High-tech, lightweight
high performance
saddle trees.

